Current and Future Trends in Adipose Stem Cell Differentiation into Neuroglia.
Neurological diseases and disorders pose a challenge for treatment and rehabilitation due to the limited capacity of the nervous system to repair itself. Adipose stem cells (ASCs) are more pliable than any adult stem cells and are capable of differentiating into non-mesodermal tissues, including neurons. Transdifferentiating ASCs to specific neuronal lineage cells enables us to deliver the right type of cells required for a replacement therapy into the nervous system. Several methodologies are being explored and tested to differentiate ASCs to functional neurons and glia with cellular factors and chemical compounds. However, none of these processes and prototypes has been wholly successful in changing the cellular structure and functional status of ASCs to become identical to neuroglial cells. In addition, successful integration and functional competence of these cells for use in clinical applications remain problematic. Photobiomodulation or low-level laser irradiation has been successfully applied to not only improve ASC viability and proliferation but has also shown promise as a possible enhancer of ASC differentiation. Studies have shown that photobiomodulation improves the use of stem cell transplantation for neurological applications. This review investigates current neuro-differentiation inducers and suitable methodologies, including photobiomodulation, utilizing ASCs for induction of differentiation into neuronal lineages.